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PERIODIC REVIEW BOARD INITIAL HEARING, 01DEC2015
MUSTAFA ABD AL-QAWI ABD AL-AZIZ AL-SHAMIR!, ISN 434
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OPENING STATEMENT
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Board, we are the Personal Representatives for ISN 434.
Thank you for the opportunity to present Mustafa Abd al-Qawi Abd al-Aziz al-Shamiri's
case.
From our initial encounter and all subsequent meetings, Mustafa has been very cooperative,
enthusiastic, and supportive in the preparation for his Periodic Review Board. From the onset,
he has demonstrated a consistent positive attitude towards life after GTMO. He has a strong
desire to obtain an education in order to provide for a future spouse that his family has already
located for him. In his approximate thirteen years at GTMO, Mustafa has been compliant
receiving few disciplinary infractions. During his recent time as a block leader, he was regularly
commended by the Officer in Charge for solving routine daily detainee issues.
Mustafa will show you today that he is not a continuing significant threat to the United States of
America. He is earnestly preparing for his life after GTMO. During his time in detention, he has
attended English and Art classes, in addition to acquiring carpentry and cooking skills. During
the last feast, Mustafa generously took the time to prepare over thirty plates of pastries for his
fellow detainees. When I asked him why he would make pastries for his fellow detainees, he
said it's because it makes him feel like he can give back and share with people.
Mustafa does have remorse for choosing the wrong path early in life. He has vocalized to us that
while he cannot change the past, he would definitely have chosen a different path. He wants to
make a life for himself. He is aware that Yemen is not an option and he is willing to go to any
country that will accept him. As he has a large family that has been waiting for his release since
his arrival in GTMO, where even the women work outside of the home, he will have family
support wherever he is located whether it is emotional, spiritual, or financial. He is prepared to
begin life outside of GTMO.
We are here to answer any questions you may have throughout this proceeding.
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